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August 11, 2007August 11, 2007
Sept 15, 2007Sept 15, 2007

February, 2009February, 2009

Aug 28, 2009Aug 28, 2009

Can today’s science tell John what +4 degrees would be like for his pub?
Or his insurer? (or their reinsurer?) Or better still “climate-proof” his business?
Is it a question of mere probabilities? Or might models see a “Big Surprise”?
How to best manage Expectations (Theirs)  and  Credibility  (Ours) ?
Why is this so hard? Should Michel care about global mean temperature?
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http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/4000/4174/SouthSandwich_lrg.jpg

This scene was acquired by the Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), flying aboard NASA’s Aqua satellite, 
on January 27, 2004. 

The islands’ peaks range in elevation between 1,807 
feet (551 m) and 3,600 feet (1,100 m), and stand in 
about 8,500 feet (2,600 m) of water. 
As is apparent in this true-color image, the islands are 
tall enough to disrupt the cloud patterns forming and 
flowing around them. Most of this scene is dominated by 
a large formation of low-level stratiform clouds that 
appears to be flowing in a southeasterly direction

How many physical details 
can our models miss and still 
yield useful  quantitative 
decision-relevant information 
downstream? 

How can we tell in the case of 
a given decision?

What do 4 degree warmer 
GCMs tell us about a 4 degree 
warmer Earth?
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� There are many many different 4 degree worlds.

� Today’s models appear unlikely to provides quantitative 

decision-relevant probabilities about details.

� Climate science and climate models make it very clear 

exploring a 4+ degree world empirically would carry huge 

ecological, human and economic costs.

� The credibility of science is at risk if we fail to communicate 

our deep uncertainty quantitative results provided to 

decision makers.   

� Honestly lowering the bar makes applied science more 

useful, less volatile, and much much easier to advance.

Overview

How might we outline a test for decision-support relevant probabilities 
from models? And communicate the result to decision makers (and 
impacts modellers!)?
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Schematic of Test For Quantitative Decision Relevance

� Specify the Decision Question in terms of local environmental phenomena that impact it.   
(“hot dry periods”)

� Determine the larger scale “meteorological” phenomena that impact the local.                                            
(“blocking”)

� Identify all relevant drivers (which are known).            

(“mountains”)

� Pose necessary (NEVER SUFFICIENTNEVER SUFFICIENT) conditions for model output                                    
to quantitatively inform prior subjective science based reflection.

� Are local phenomena of today realistically simulated in the model?

(If not: Are relevant larger scale (to allow “prefect prog”)). 

� Are all drivers represented? (to allow “laws-of-physics”  “extrapolation”)

� Are these conditions likely to hold given the end-of-run  model-climate?

If one cannot clear these hurdles, the scientific value of the results does If one cannot clear these hurdles, the scientific value of the results does 
not make them of value to decision makers. They can be a detriment. not make them of value to decision makers. They can be a detriment. 

And claiming they are the “Best Available Information” And claiming they are the “Best Available Information” 
is both false and misleading.is both false and misleading.
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How clear is our vision of 4 degree worlds?

Our models sample an ill-defined mathematical space of bland worlds, 
similar to the Earth but systematically less rich: mere abstractions. 

Where implementation details matter (in distribution) in those models-
worlds, we have no rational way to interpret ensembles as probabilities.

Can climate science suggest the space and time scales, as a function 
of lead time, on which we can make arguably robust statements or 
“decision-relevant probabilities” ? 

How do we communicate this insight to decision makers?

? Is there a better approach than quantifying Prob(Big Surprise) ?

How do we explore methodologies without misleading decision 
makers?
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Expecting Surprises before 4+

� Often, very well established science suggests 

we are over-interpreting the model output, and 

even suggests the sign of a likely surprise. 

Can we quantifying subjective probabilities 

here?

� Can we better distinguish uncertainty and 

diversity in the AR4 ensemble.

Avoiding Surprises for Users in reality and as science advances:
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The grey band The grey band 

represents traditional represents traditional 

observational observational 

uncertainty.uncertainty.

NOISENOISE

These distributions violate These distributions violate 

the law of large numbers!the law of large numbers!

DIVERISITYDIVERISITY

The grey bands on the The grey bands on the 

far right “the likely far right “the likely 

range.”range.”

SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITYSUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY

The coloured bands The coloured bands 

represent the widths of represent the widths of 

multimulti--model ensembles.model ensembles.

These are very different kinds of uncertainty(s).These are very different kinds of uncertainty(s).
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Model diversity plays out Model diversity plays out 

differently in mitigation differently in mitigation 

and adaptation.and adaptation.

How well would today’s How well would today’s 

models have informed models have informed 

decision for the previous decision for the previous 

century?century?

To what extent do the To what extent do the 

agree with each other?agree with each other?

Would this count as a Would this count as a 

Big Surprise at 2100?Big Surprise at 2100?

This one would, but we This one would, but we 

do not need GCMs to do not need GCMs to 

know that!know that!

What is the value added of simulation models?What is the value added of simulation models?

www.cccep.ac.uk

The Munich Re Programme: Evaluating the Economics 

of Climate Risks and Opportunities in the Insurance Sector

These are NOT model temperatures (and all yellow yet NOT exchangeable!)
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As we refocus from climateAs we refocus from climate--past to the climatepast to the climate--future, future, 

how do we cope with such systematic errors, even as how do we cope with such systematic errors, even as 

we work to reduce them? we work to reduce them? Note that each and every simulation has 2 to 7 Note that each and every simulation has 2 to 7 

consecutive years of “global cooling” before 2100.consecutive years of “global cooling” before 2100.

Obs

AR4 Simulations without 1900-1950 anomaly adjustment Ed Tredger, 2009

Anomalies may be fine for mitigation.
They are a nonsense for adaptation.

(and the laws of physics.)
(and biology.)
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Impacts and physical processes are functions of 
temperature (not temperature anomaly).

How clear is our vision of a zero-degree warmer model-world?

Difference in anomaly offset: Warmest GMT – Coolest GMT 

1900-1950 Averages
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All Climate is Local

Anomalies may be OK for global changes, but they are a 

nonsense locally, both for adaptation and claims involving 

“the laws of physics”.

Do you want to bet on robustness of:

Political reality, Physical reality, Model “reality”?
Can we avoid suggesting others bet on details 
our models are known to miss?

Impacts and physical processes are functions of 
temperature (not temperature anomaly).

Ice melts at zero degrees,
Water boils at 100 degrees (at sea level)
Crops die at ….
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Things we know we cannot model: The 1930’sDust bowl 

We should expect Big Surprises when using  model-
probabilities to anticipate future events similar to those 
our models do not capture well in the past (where the 
models have the historical Sea Surface Temperatures!) 
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July 26, 2007July 26, 2007

Aug 28, 2009Aug 28, 2009

Why is decision support here hard?
The question requires information on 
exceeding user-defined thresholds.
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Most decisions depend neither on Most decisions depend neither on “average meteorological variables” nor “standard 

deviation of the average weather” they depend on the trajectory.the trajectory.
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As they are nonlinear we have to evaluate them along trajectories. Crops, cables, wind As they are nonlinear we have to evaluate them along trajectories. Crops, cables, wind 

energy and system failures depend on what and even when weather events unfold. energy and system failures depend on what and even when weather events unfold. 

Loss of pub kitchen
Crop loss/Power-plant shutdown
Two Cat 5 hurricane US landfalls
Cable overload London brownouts

We need to communicate whether 
or not we believe current models 
can provide robust, relevant and 
informative quantitative information 
on decision relevant distributions:
Prob(Big Surprise)
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Acknowledges the limits, examine model diversity: 

Look at the range of local temperatures for a given model-GMT?

Is downscaling sensible? 
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Distributions for Giorgi regions 

CS = 3 +/- 0.1 runs (1835)  in blue

CS = 5 +/- 0.1 runs ( 385)  in red

Final 8 year means (years 8-15), Phase 3 – Phase 2.

For Central North America, for instance, there is about a one in five chance that a random draw from CS=3 is hotter than one from CS=5

The adaptation range for a given model-GMT remains huge.

Assuming the model is relevant!

For Policy and Decision Support: 
All climate change in local!

What’s the chance a 3 degree globally is “hotter” than 5 degrees?
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Today’s StateToday’s State--ofof--thethe--art models are  better than ever before.art models are  better than ever before.
On what space and time scales On what space and time scales do do we have (robust) climate information?                        we have (robust) climate information?                        

(The usual numerical arguments require much larger scales than the model’s grid, at least!)(The usual numerical arguments require much larger scales than the model’s grid, at least!)

One-way regional modelling?
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0                                                    180                                                               360   
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Before using phrases like “based on the Laws of Physics” to defend hi-

resolution predictions, we might check for internal consistency (quantitative).

Or better: find necessary (not sufficient) conditions for this model to contain 

decision relevant information.

Not “how to downscale?” but “whether to downscale?”  

Sciences knows more than we can Model

Where does the water go?

Model HeightReal Height

Schematic of Missing Mountain Range
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Missing Mountain Ridges

Blue    < -500m
Grey    > -500m
Green   >  250m 
Orange >  500m
Red      >  1 km

Continent outlines: National Geophysical Data Center,NOAA  88-MGG-02.via matlab

Hadcm3 model topography  http://www.ipcc-data.org/sres/hadcm3_topo.html

1x1 topography:  http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html. 

Orange and red lines correspond to walls 
which water vapour must go over or 
around, walls which are missing in this 
climate model. 
(Walls > 500m and > 1km!)

Resulting changes in the downstream 
dynamics cannot be “fixed” statistically.

Observed minus HADCM3 Height
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These are not small errors. 

At what lead times do 
inadequacies in 
downstream flow (or 
precipitation) result in 
feedbacks with beyond 
local impacts?
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Common, nontrivial, systematic errors
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Same Story: The probability of Earth impacts in 10000 years

The question of quantitative 
model relevance is a generic 
problem.

We can Newton’s laws to 
generate orbits based on 
uncertainties.

Is Prob(Big Surprise)  ~ 0? 
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Ptolemaic Ptolemaic 

NewtonianNewtonian

General RelativisticGeneral Relativistic

We expect Probabilistic Similarity between PDFs from the Newtonian model We expect Probabilistic Similarity between PDFs from the Newtonian model 

and those of General Relativity (or any future model).and those of General Relativity (or any future model).

A Bayesian approach could prove decision support relevant here.A Bayesian approach could prove decision support relevant here.

(?(?What is the ontological status of a prior on a parameter hereWhat is the ontological status of a prior on a parameter here?)?)

Six objects, Six objects, 

4242--dimensional space,dimensional space,

Newton’s LawsNewton’s Laws

µ(xµ(xii,p,pii,m,mii,G),G)

Individual model trajectories can fail!Individual model trajectories can fail!

And And discrepancydiscrepancy based on Newtonian based on Newtonian 

models models will not helpwill not help (simulations (simulations 

require General Relativity)require General Relativity)

What do I do if I lose 12% of my What do I do if I lose 12% of my 

simulations this way?simulations this way?

I can easily know my model (class) is inadequate I can easily know my model (class) is inadequate 

here, without knowing how/being able/ to improve it: here, without knowing how/being able/ to improve it: 

what value do ensemble  simulations add in this case?what value do ensemble  simulations add in this case?

Newton fails too close to the sun or where mercury might be!Newton fails too close to the sun or where mercury might be!
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Advantages of unleashing the  “Big Surprise”?

� Big Surprises arise when something our models cannot mimic turns out to 

have important implications for us.

� Climate science can (sometimes) warn us of where those who use naïve (if 

complicated) model-based probabilities will suffer from a Big Surprise.

(Science can warn of “known unknowns” even when the magnitude is not known)

� Big Surprises invalidate (not update) the foundations of model-based 

probability forecasts. 

(Arguably “Bayes” does not apply, nor the probability calculus.)

� Failing to highlight model inadequacy can lead to likely credibility loss)

Including information on the Prob(BS) in every case study allows use of Including information on the Prob(BS) in every case study allows use of 
probabilities conditioned on the model (class) being fit for purpose probabilities conditioned on the model (class) being fit for purpose 

without believing it is.  without believing it is.  

(or appearing to suggest others should act as if they do!)(or appearing to suggest others should act as if they do!)
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Questions

Temporal 
Detail

Spatial 
Detail

Lead time

What do contours of 
Prob(BS) look like? 
Where does 100 km, weekly, 
rainfall fall?
Near which contour does 
the most robust 4 degree 
model-world fall? 

“When you have eliminated all which is impossible, then whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth.”
Sherlock Holmes, The Blanched Soldier 

“Whenever you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be true."  
Spock

(or there was something we left out: what is P(missed something)?
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We are walking in Florida.

You find you have just been bitten on the hand by a snake.

We did not see the snake.

If it was the deadly carbonblack snake, the bite will kill you in a painful 

way, unless you cut off your hand within 15 secs.

I have a hatchet.

You have 5 seconds left.

Did you cut off your hand?

Luckily with climate change we have more than 15 seconds.
Without knowing exactly how much more…

How would a society learn to make such decisions?
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Temperature
Observations

Model Ensemble 
means with misc 
observedobserved Sea 
Temperatures

Model with
Average Sea
Temperatures

Even given the 
SSTs, the 
drought is too 
weak and in the 
“wrong place.”
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Political reality, Physical reality, Model “reality”

Having acknowledges the limits, can we work 

within model reality?

Ensembles show the range of conditions our 

models propose we might observe, a 

“non-discountable envelope” of outcomes which 

the models suggest must be considered.

Assuming the red ball is very much like a golf ball, 

what range of temperatures would the US or UK 

see in a model-world 2 degrees warmer, compared 

with a model-world 3 degrees warmer?
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Fitzroy, 1862


